Absolutely Sweet

This landmark book details exactly which guitars, drums, amplifiers and keyboards The Beatles used at the key points of their relatively brief but entirely revolutionary career - from the formation of the Quarry Men in the 1950s to the dissolution of The Beatles in 1970. It provides a fascinating fresh insight into Beatles history from an entirely new viewpoint, and along the way many myths are exploded and dozens of stories told for the first time.

**Personal Review: Beatles Gear: All the Fab Fours Instruments from Stage to Studio (Book) by Andy Babiuk**

This volume is thoroughly researched and well presented. It is a delight to read and the photos are wonderful. Rarely will you find such uniformity among reviews for any product offered on this website. That alone is
testimony to how stunning this book is. I happened to find a copy at a major chain bookstore, so I did not buy it from Amazon.com or an Amazon affiliate. However, if you are sometimes hesitant to make an on-line purchase of a book without physically examining it ahead of time, don't worry about this one: you won't be disappointed! Perhaps the best part of Beatles Gear are the photos of the actual instruments John, Paul, George, Ringo, Pete, and Stu played. Instrument techies will also love all the discussion of specifications and the effect that such things as short-scale Rick guitars, short-scale Hofner basses, a veritable parade of guitar and bass amplifiers, and different sizes of bass drums had on the sound of the band. And, how did they manage to compile all those photos of the various "Beatles" drum head logos? Simply amazing! Oh, and I won't answer the teaser I posed in the title line of this review, except to say that it was a Hofner instrument. Buy this book and get the details!
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